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Works and instalations 

The theme of “being” and “not being” is a red thread throughout my work.  

After a career as a painter from the early 80s until the early 90s,  I stopped making art for a 
number of years. I prepared myself  for the next phase of work, making small objects at my 
kitchen table, within the constraint of lack of space.  

Some smaller works such as the books in the exposition, but also man-size ones. In these works I 
am very much turned inwards. For instance, the man with the penis-head (“What I do is yelling 
very hard that I am there, to not have to be there. I yell!”)  is talking to himself.  As are the Twins, 
sculptures of connected heads. From the same period is the sculpture of the man with a box over 
his head and all his belongings hanging out from under the box ( “My house at the edge of 
society”). The theme of a refuge, a shelter as a place in which I can reflect about the world, like a 
closed monastery or a monk’s cell. A place of (inner) activity, separate from the world. The 
“bunker” on the podium is such a place, connected to the world only through a tiny slot in front. It 
brings up memories of children building homes for themselves with tables, chairs and pieces of 
cloth. In this place of solitude a person can ask questions about being and non-being (Ich Bin’s) 

In my development as a person and as an artist I was drawn to the notion of landscape, as a place 
to step out into, from my inward focus into the world. Expressed by the monotype etchings 



showing a bunker within a landscape. This work is multilayered as it is also about seeing and not 
seeing, the bunker not being very obvious. Some of the etchings have the word Landscape on it in 
Braille. The artist wonders what associations or constructions blind people make around the notion 
of landscape. They see and they don’t see. Yes and No.  

The 5 sculptures in the main room of the gallery, “Jumper” express different stages of a 
person  making a summersault around his own axis. The sculptures are still, yet in movement, 
displaying  fragility, shame and surrender. About the risky business of a summersault, as one can 
fall and hurt himself. Risks which I associate with stepping out of the shelter  into the landscape 
itself. The world is an unstable place. A wedge can at best hold it still. The small sculpture of the 
man standing on the hill (“The enigma”) contemplating the world is an illustration of this. The next 
step is the man firmly rooted with his feet into the earth, “Man in landscape”. As a bridge into a 
concept in the making, “squares” of earth taken out of the land. 

Repetition is a constant in my work, “nearly autistic”. Not one sculpture but 3 or 5. Not 1 etching 
but 60. Not 1 head but 160. The room filled with heads is an illustration of this theme of order and 
repetition. Kneeled on the ground one can see these heads as a freshly plowed field, a landscape, 
that one does not dare thread upon because it is fresh and perfect. The clay of the heads is 
returning to its origin and becomes part of the earth again. 

“Ein kopf ist ein kopf” is about an object placed into a space, coming out of the form. It is inspired 
from a lesson by an art school teacher, saying “a head is a head, and it is made out of 2 circles”. 
The prints are unique monotypes. Like all the other etchings they are based on existing drawings 
or existing objects. Such as the series of etchings showing (damaged) brains “Today I have a 
longing for here”. 

“Why do we need painting? What is the use of philosophy?”. These and other questions and 
statements I ponder are shown on a series of busts. With my own body as a starting point, my 
place of shelter, and the only body I really know. My work can be summarized by “1 +1 = 3” 

Karin Verhaest, Hespert, June 2, 2012 -  based on an interview of the artist  
 

 



 

 

'I'm stupid' :  
STILLS, SKULPTUR at Artunit Düsseldorf 

Vernissage am Samstag, den 13.06.2015 um 19 Uhr 

Der in Belgien lebende Künstler Eddy De Buf ist uns vor 3 Jahren mit seinen Arbeiten aufgefallen 
und im Kopf geblieben. Anfangs irritieren seine Figuren ohne Arme, nur Kopf, Nase, Körper, Beine. 
Sie hängen in Bäumen, liegen in Ecken oder krümmen sich über Kuben im Raum. Sie sind dumpf, 
stumm, zeitlos. Eddy De Buf ist das pure Gegenteil. Sein Wortwitz und die Mischung aus Flämisch 
mit englischem Akzent sorgen für Aufmerksamkeit. 

Eddy De Buf drückt sich nicht vor Gesellschaftskritik, im Gegenteil er stellt kritische Bezüge in 
seinen komplexen Arbeiten her. Er schaut genau hin und das interessiert uns. Mit seiner Serigrafie 
“Father” und seiner weiter entwickelten Arbeit “jumper” beschäftigt er sich nicht nur mit 
gesellschaftlichen Themen, sondern geht in sich und versucht dort auf ganz persönliche Art 
aufzuräumen. 

Eddy De Buf wird am Tag der Eröffnung nicht dabei sein, er hat ein Projekt in San Francisco. Er 
wünscht Ihnen und uns einen tollen Ausstellungsstart. Mit einem Kurzvortrag “Der Konflikt in der 
Kunst” wird Anna K. Kleeberg in die Ausstellung einführen. 

Einführung: ” Der Konflikt in der Kunst ” 

Anna K. Kleeberg zur Serigrafie “Father” von Eddy De Buf 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
“In search of a new place and butterflies” 
 
A project about migration, about stories shaping, travelling, influencing and being influenced.  
 
“In search of a new place and butterflies” consists of consists of 5 white and 3 red heads, 
constructed like buoys, used by seamen. The 3 red heads were shown in an exposition in Gent, 
Belgium in .. (MONTH), 2016 and were put to sea in Cornwall in January 2017. In the hope that 
the heads will be taken along by the sea, the warm Gulfstream, the winds and the tides, and that 
they will wash ashore on a different coast, country or continent. 
 
The process of these heads travelling has started as soon as the artist shared his idea. The story 
took shape and spread as more people saw the installation, or heard or read about it. 
 
As the heads travel along in the waters, the story will change again, and become smaller or bigger. 
Through the mystery of not knowing where they are, through the reactions of whoever finds them. 
The trajectory of the trip will not be tracked by GPS or another device. Until a message comes in 
from a stranger that one of the heads has landed. Then a new and different story will start. 
 
It is up to the person who finds them to keep the head, or to re-launch it, so that a next chapter in 
the story of the journey can be written. Through a message at the bottom of the head, the finder is 
asked to send a picture, the location and some reactions to the artist. 
 
Ultimately the project is about how cultures, influences mingle with each other and enrich each 
other. This is why people often travel as well, to find new horizons, to become inspired through the 
story of a different land and its inhabitants 
 
The buoy - heads like wanderers, messengers of ideas and thoughts that are adrift, that come 
together, that stay. 
 
 
 
 



 
	


